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Books Received


**Censorship of the Movies.** By *Richard S. Randall*. Madison, Wis., University of Wisconsin Press, 1970. Pp. xv, 280. $2.95, pap., $7.95, hard. An examination of the tension between the right of free expression and the requirements of mass democratic society. Includes a history of official censorship and a summary and analysis of such legal approaches as prior censorship, and traces changes in the definition of obscenity.


DISCRETIONARY JUSTICE. By Kenneth Culp Davis. Baton Rouge, La., Louisiana State University Press. Pp. xii, 233. $8.50. A preliminary inquiry by an acknowledged authority in the area of administrative law into justice as it is meted out by administrative agencies and officials who exercise discretionary power. Examples of the exercise of such power include decisions by police officers to arrest or not to arrest, the decision of immigration officials to grant or to withhold visas, decisions by welfare case workers to recommend withholding of welfare checks, etc. The author advances concrete proposals for reforming our system of discretionary justice and lays the groundwork for further empirical and philosophical studies.

ENOUGH WISE MEN. By Forrest McDonald. New York, N.Y., G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1970. Pp. 189. $3.64. The story of the surprisingly young band of rebels who declared independence of England and how the wise among them prevailed over the foolish to create the Constitution.


Books Received

LAW AND AUTHORITY IN COLONIAL AMERICA. Edited by George Athan Billias. New York, N.Y., Dover Press, 1970. Pp. xxi, 208. $2.50. A look at the origins and characteristics of the law as it was meted out in Massachusetts Bay, Virginia and other colonies, and the institutions which administered that law.


READINGS IN LAW AND PSYCHIATRY. Edited by Richard C. Allen, Elyce Zenoff Ferster and Jesse G. Rubin. Baltimore, Md., The Johns Hopkins Press, 1968. Pp. xvi, 519. $12.50. A sourcebook for attorneys who wish to learn how the law has dealt with advances in psychiatric knowledge and gain a little of that knowledge at the same time. The volume contains a glossary and basic information for persons not trained in psychiatry of psychology.


THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS. Edited by Nathan Cohen. New York, N.Y., Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1970. Pp. xxxii, 742. $18.50. An analysis of massive statistical data on pre-riot social and political conditions in the Watts area of Los Angeles, the effect of the riot on
black-white racial attitudes, police actions and attitudes before and after the riot, and political and social reforms since the riot.


**Trial of the Catonsville Nine.** By Daniel Berrigan, S.J. Boston, Mass., Beacon Press, 1970. Pp. xi, 123. $5.95. An account, by one of the defendants, of the trial of nine persons for seizing and destroying selective service records of Local Board No. 33, Catonsville, Md. It is a dramatized account based on actual court records.